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Welcome to the spring issue of 
the  UIRC newsletter. With 
warmer weather on the horizon 
it is time to move ahead with 
training plans for the season.  
Inside you will find articles on 
training group etiquette, and 
how to maximize the potential of 
your training group. In addition, 
club member Judy Teskey has 

very kindly put together a list of how when and where for the up-
coming WC tests this summer. 
 
Club plans include JH/SH/MH mock hunt test sessions in early 
summer, as well as WC/I and X preparation sessions. These 
events will be held mid week in the early evening at Swamp Dog 
Farm for everyone who is interested and able to attend. Club 
member Lorne Parker is also planning field trial preparation ses-
sions. Dates for all of these events will be announced later this 
spring.  
 
Other event dates can be seen below. All dates are contingent 
on COVID protocols in place at the time. In the meantime please 
mark your calendars. Our AGM will be conducted via Zoom on 
March 27. All club members will be receiving instructions on 
how to participate in the meeting closer to the date. 
 
As the days get longer and the rate of COVID inoculations in-
crease, things are definitely looking brighter. In the meantime, 
stay safe everyone and enjoy your time with your dogs! 



2021  SAVE THE DATE!D 

April 24         BC Lab         Hunt Test 

Apr 30, May 1,2   FVRTC         Field Trial               

May 8,9         SCHRC         UKC Hunt Test 

May 8,9,10       BC Lab         Field Trial              

May 14,15,16     UIRC          Field Trial                     

May 22,23,24     VIRC          Field Trial                     

May 28,29,30     Kamloops       Hunt Test                    

June 5,6         FVRTC         Hunt Test                       

June 12,13       PRHRC         Hunt Test                    

June 19,20       GRCBC         Hunt Test                     

June 26,27,28     Logan Lake      Field Trial                      

July 2,3,4        BC Amateur Field Trial                                      

July 10,11       PRHRC         WC Test                         

July 17,18,19     VIRC          Field Trial                      

July 24,25       UIRC          Hunt Test                      

August 7        GRCBC         WC Test                         

Aug 14,15       SCHRC         UKC Upland Test 

September 11,12  GRCBC         Hunt Test! 



UIRC Members and their dogs 

Barb Loree 

Bill Pearson 

Brenda Thompson 

Helen Laursen 

Peter Lavallee 

Lili Johnston 



Field Training Group Etiquette 

Judy Teskey  March 2021 

Now that sunshine and warm days are Just around 

the corner, here I hope you and your retriever are 

planning and enjoying lots of time outdoors field 

training!  I’m convinced that field training is as 

good for our physical and mental well being as it is 

for our dogs!   

Joining a training group is an excellent way to 

learn about this challenging, fascinating, enjoyable 

and rewarding hobby.  This article is about the 

“do's and don’ts” of field training group etiquette.  

Training retrievers can be a time consuming and 

expensive hobby; it requires training time with oth-

er retriever trainers and access to a diversity of 

land and water.  The following suggestions will 

help you become an asset to your group and will 

help ensure you and your group achieve your training goals.   

First and foremost - work hard to ensure everyone in the training group has a productive and enjoy-

able training session.  Recognize that each member of the your group has different goals and ex-

pectations for their dogs and the training session. (It’s not just about you and your dog!)  People who 

are competing with their dogs at advanced levels will expect respectful effort from newbies in a 

group, but the rewards and knowledge you receive from participating are immense.    

1.  Contribute - Teamwork 

# 1 rule – “You run a dog…. you throw birds for others.” 

Don’t show up to run your dog, then leave.  This is rude.  If you don’t have time to contribute to the 
group, stay home you will not benefit from the training. 

If you really don’t want to throw bumpers, hire a person to throw in your place.  (Don’t laugh… I’ve 
seen this!) If you’re unable to throw birds, be upfront with your team. 

Find ways of making yourself useful – be an asset to the group.    

Help carry, set up and take down equipment. 

Learn how to set up a test, learn about factors that influence dog work. 

Search out new training areas for group to train.  Buy land!  If you have land, or know someone who 

does, find out if it is available for training. 

Volunteer to man a gun station, plant blinds, throw poison birds, hang ducks on the drying rack, re-

bird gun stations, etc. 

Try hard –  Give Good Effort 

Learn to throw bumpers and birds.  Practice makes perfect! 

Learn to safely use all equipment. 

Pay attention – listen to instructions.  Try hard to do what you are instructed to do!  If you don’t un-

derstand…ask!  When you’re at a gun station where do you throw?  What’s the order?  When do 

you throw?  What colour bumper do you throw?  Do you retire?  Do you blow the duck call, throw 

and then shoot… or?  What help does the handler want for his/her dog?  

Look for any potential safety problems – broken glass, wire, gopher holes, etc.  Fix or remove the 
hazard. 

LEAVE YOUR CELL PHONE IN YOUR VEHICLE  

2.  Equipment 

Have all necessary personal gear – chair, duck call, bumpers, bird bucket or bag, survey ribbon, 

FRS radio, spare batteries, starter pistol, hearing protection, primers, rain gear, sunscreen, bug 

dope, water bottle, etc.   

Consider buying supplies such as primers, etc, for people who provide the wingers, Bumper Boys, 
etc. 

Buy training birds or find a hunter who can supply birds. 

Keep your share of the birds in the freezer 

 

 



 

Now that sunshine and warm days are Just around 

s not just about you and your dog!)  People who 

 

 3.  Be efficient - Organized 

Show up on time.   

Be organized – have all your personal equipment in a bag, ready to go in the field. 

Don’t waste time.  Minimize socializing during training.  Be ready to run when it’s your turn.   

Have a plan on how you’re going to run your dog.  Communicate your instructions to the gunners.   

Know what your goals are for that day and how you want to achieve them. 

Discuss with the group the number of dogs each handler can run.  Frequently with larger groups 
it’s a 2 dog maximum. 

When you’re out in the field, pay attention - watch the handler or “judge” for the signal for you to 

shoot and throw.  Also watch the running dog – learn how dogs use the wind, different hunt pat-

terns, how factors influence dogs, etc.  Don’t help the dog until instructed to do so by the handler.  

Re-load the winger as soon as possible, but not when a dog is working.  Don’t move when a dog 

is working.  Keep your gun loaded.  Don’t play with your I-phone.  Don’t make contact with the 

dog.  

Always keep your radio turned on and with you – don’t leave it at the gun station when you go to 
help a dog or plant the blind. 

When you are out in the field let people at the line know when you’re getting low on birds or 
bumpers.   

 4.  Be respectful and courteous 

Keep your dog under control.  Don’t jeopardize another dog’s training session. 

Resist the temptation to turn the training session into a competition.  It’s not about winning the 
training day! 

Don’t offer advice or an opinion unless invited to do so by the handler. Avoid comments like ‘oh 
no’ or other negative comments/noises when the working dog makes an error.  

Don’t get angry if something goes wrong – a bad throw, wrong throw order, etc.  Everyone makes 
mistakes.  Tactfully explain the error and encourage improvement.   

Never get angry at your dog during training.  If you must, take a short walk and relax until you are 
calm.   

When dogs and handlers are working, be quiet.  Do not try to engage in chat with the working dog 

handler when they are on the line.  If you must speak with someone, keep your voice low.  Make 

sure all cell phones are turned off. 

When a dog is being handled to a blind, do not walk or move behind or near the handler or at the 

line.  Do not wear white near the line if you’re not running your dog. 

Leave the training grounds in better condition than when you arrived.  Pick up garbage, don’t 

leave survey ribbon on bushes, don’t throw spent primers on the ground, don’t drive on wet 

ground.  Follow the land owner’s requirements regarding gates.  With land owner’s permission, 

cut blackberries, trim weeds, etc.  Use common sense! 

Do not dump used birds on the training grounds.  Take them home then take to landfill to dispose 
of them. 

Follow the land owner’s requirements regarding picking up dog poo.  If there isn’t a toilet…… think 

before you do your business!  Consider not going, burying the deposit, or?? find other options. 

Inform the land owner if you notice anything unusual or worrisome – fences down, dead calf, bro-

ken gate, etc. 

 Each and every training group will have its own set of unwritten “rules”. Most groups welcome 

people new to the sport who want to practice and learn more about field training.  A tremendous 

amount  of knowledge can picked up by asking questions and participating in training groups.  The 

above suggestions are fairly standard for a group of motivated and serious trainers who usually 

have multiple dogs, have specific goals for each dog and who are following a training plan de-

signed to achieve their goals.  They know where they are going, know how to get there, and want 

to maximize their time in the field.  Their priority is to achieve as much as possible for the time and 

effort spent.  The priority of other trainers and training groups might be different, resulting in a 

different set of rules – for example, they may be interested mainly in getting some fresh air and 

exercise for their dogs and might not be as concerned about efficiently making use of their time  

achieving specific training goals in the field.   

Hopefully by being aware of field training group etiquette you will be an asset to the other trainers     

and will be invited back to train with the group! 



UIRC Training: 

Preparing Handlers for Working Certificate Tests 

Judy Teskey  March 2021 

Getting Ready 

Read the WC Rules & Regulations 
Available on the CKC website:  https://www.ckc.ca/

en/Files/Forms/Shows-Trials/Event-Rules-

Regulations/Working-Certificate-Test-Rules-and-

Regulations-Eff 

Available to purchase from the CKC:  1-800-250-

8040 or orderdesk@ckc.ca; 

Understand the skills required for the test you plan 

to enter and what the judges are evaluating and 

scoring:  marking, trainability, style, courage and 

perseverance.  Understand the faults: serious, mod-

erate and minor. 

 

Test Day  Arrive early 

Know the test start time (published in premium list); 

Locate test headquarters / test secretary’s table; 

Locate washrooms; use facilities;  

Ask the test secretary who your stake’s marshal is; 

Ask the test secretary where your dog’s first test will be;  

Get a catalogue from test secretary or your stake’s marshal.  Note – recently 

most clubs are not printing catalogues to give to handlers.  Clubs email cata-

logues to handlers or post them on the club’s website; you can print a copy, or 

save it on your phone;   

Check the catalogue to learn your dog’s catalogue number; it will be your dog’s 

number for the day, for all series of your test; 

Drive to the location of your stake’s first test; 

Park your vehicle in the designated area.  Be careful not to park near a gun sta-

tion as the gunshot noise might over excite your dog. 

Prepare your dog and yourself 

Locate designated dog airing area and air your dog – preferably on leash; 

Does your dog need a walk or some obedience exercises for him to settle down 

and get into a working frame of mind??  

Get your gear organized – whistle, handler’s jacket, leash, etc. 

Find your stake’s marshal 

Check in with the stake marshal; 

Ask the stake marshal for the running order.  Dogs may run in “catalogue order”, 

or the marshal may adjust the running sequence for each test; find out which han-

dler and dog you follow.  Find out where the stake running order white board will 

be located.  Check it frequently as the marshal may make adjustments. 

When called, go to the line for the handlers’ briefing and test dog 

Listen to the judges’ briefing, then watch the test dog: 

Pay attention to judges’ instructions, such as whether they will release you on 

your dog’s number, or on “dog”, etc.; 

Locate the holding blinds for your test; 

Note where the line is and how it is marked; 

Consider your route from the final holding blind to the line; 

Pay attention to the sequence of the marks: go bird, memory marks; 

Ask the judges anything that is unclear to you.  Make sure you understand the 

test. 

 

 

 

Working Certificate Test (WC)

When called by the marshal or when the handler you follow is in a holding blind, 

proceed to the first holding blind.  Move to the next holding blind when it is empty.  

When waiting in holding blinds, do not let your dog see birds being thrown or re-

trieved by dogs in the test.  When waiting in holding blinds work hard to keep your 

dog calm, focused and in a working frame of mind;

Working Certificate Intermediate Test (WCI)

Working Certificate Excellent Test (WCX)

https://www.ckc.ca/en/Files/Forms/Shows-Trials/Event-Rules-Regulations/Working-Certificate-Test-Rules-and-Regulations-Eff
https://www.ckc.ca/en/Files/Forms/Shows-Trials/Event-Rules-Regulations/Working-Certificate-Test-Rules-and-Regulations-Eff
https://www.ckc.ca/en/Files/Forms/Shows-Trials/Event-Rules-Regulations/Working-Certificate-Test-Rules-and-Regulations-Eff
https://www.ckc.ca/en/Files/Forms/Shows-Trials/Event-Rules-Regulations/Working-Certificate-Test-Rules-and-Regulations-Eff


Judy Teskey  March 2021 
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Working Certificate Test (WC) 

When called by the marshal or when the handler you follow is in a holding blind, 

proceed to the first holding blind.  Move to the next holding blind when it is empty.  

When waiting in holding blinds, do not let your dog see birds being thrown or re-

trieved by dogs in the test.  When waiting in holding blinds work hard to keep your 

dog calm, focused and in a working frame of mind; 

Wait in the final holding blind until the judges call you to the line.  Know which of 

the 2 marks will be run first.  Decide which side of the holding blind you will exit 

and what route you and your dog will walk to the line; 

When called by the judges, walk to the line quietly, with your dog at heel and un-

der control.  The dog may come to the line on lead; 

Sit your dog at the line, facing the first mark;   

Loop the leash so it can be easily released.  The dog cannot wear a collar while 

retrieving; 

Indicate to the judges you are ready.  Normally a handler signals the judges by 

giving a small wave with the right hand, behind their back;  

You should remain quiet from the time you indicate to the judges you are ready 

and to the point the judges releases your dog; 

As the bird is thrown, watch where it falls and check to see if your dog saw the 

mark being thrown; 

Wait for the judge to release your dog – judge will either say your dog’s number, 

or will say “dog”; 

Once released by the judge, verify that your dog is looking at the mark, then re-

lease the loop on the dog’s leash and send your dog for the mark;  

As soon as your dog leaves for the mark, tuck your leash in a pocket or place it 

on the ground, behind you; 

Your dog must bring the bird across the line and should deliver it to your hand.  

Do not touch your dog or put its leash on until the bird is in your hand; 

Hand the bird to the judge, loop the leash on your dog, then move your dog to 

face the second mark; 

When your dog has completed both marks, re-leash your dog and leave the line 

under control.  It’s customary and polite to thank the judges. 

After all of the WC dogs have run the first series, the marshal will announce “call 

backs” – a list of the dogs’ running numbers that passed the first series of the 

test and will continue to the final series.   

Working Certificate Intermediate Test (WCI) 

While watching the test dog: 

Note which is the go bird and the memory bird.   

Note where the honour dog is to sit.  Once the judge releases the honour dog, 

note the route the hander and dog take to leave the line; 

When the judges call you to the line, your dog must walk off leash and under 

control from the holding blind to the line (about 23 meters); 

Your dog must be steady while birds are thrown and must deliver all birds to 

hand;   

When your dog is honouring the working dog, do not block your dog’s view of the 

falls. 

Working Certificate Excellent Test (WCX) 

The WCX test is much more complex that the WCI test because it includes land 

and water doubles and blinds, and a walk-up honour test.  Pay close attention to 

the judges’ briefings and instructions and the test dog.  Make sure you under-

stand the tests: 

Walk up:  Note where the walk up starts and finishes and where the 

working dog and honouring dog should walk.  Note how the honour 

dog is released and the route the honour dog and handler walk to 

leave the test.  

Land and water doubles:  note what bird is thrown first (memory bird) 

and second (go bird); 

Land and water blinds:  Watch the test dog and early running dogs 
and figure out what factors are influencing the dogs; it’s very likely 
your dog will be subject to the same influences.  Develop your plan. 

https://www.ckc.ca/en/Files/Forms/Shows-Trials/Event-Rules-Regulations/Working-Certificate-Test-Rules-and-Regulations-Eff
https://www.ckc.ca/en/Files/Forms/Shows-Trials/Event-Rules-Regulations/Working-Certificate-Test-Rules-and-Regulations-Eff
https://www.ckc.ca/en/Files/Forms/Shows-Trials/Event-Rules-Regulations/Working-Certificate-Test-Rules-and-Regulations-Eff
https://www.ckc.ca/en/Files/Forms/Shows-Trials/Event-Rules-Regulations/Working-Certificate-Test-Rules-and-Regulations-Eff


How to Plan a Successful Training Day 

                                                   by Anne Everett 

  

 Does this sound familiar? You drive up to the training area to meet your 

group. Everyone gathers around. “So, what do you want to do?” “I dunno, 

what do you want to do?” “Well, I dunno – maybe a double?” Your group 

then sets up a double; everyone runs it and then goes home, with dogs 

that haven’t learned much of anything at all.  

So, how do you prevent the “I dunno syndrome” and maximize the poten-

tial of your training time? First of all you need a Plan. Training a dog for 

fieldwork is teaching a logical progression of skills that a dog needs to 

know to be successful. For a young pup 4-8 months old a Plan for pro-

gression might be as follows: 1) basic obedience, 2) force fetch, 3) basic 

singles drills, 4) basic doubles drills 5) beginning handling drills. For an 

older dog, your Plan might be to advance marking or handling skills using 

specific drills and set-ups. To begin organizing your Plan, put your goals 

for your dog over the next year on paper. If your goal is a JH, HR or SH, 

write down the skills your dog needs to get there. Once you have the 

skills written down, break them down into teaching steps and you have a 

Plan. If you follow that Plan conscientiously, then you will make progress 

towards and eventually reach your goals. 

  

Use the same Plan when attending club-training days. Look at the set-

ups bring offered and run your dog(s) on the part of them that fits in with 

your Plan. Don’t put your dog in situations that they are unable to cope 

with because they don’t have the skills yet. Dogs hate to be wrong and 

failure is hard on a dog. Try to avoid “testing” your dog – the “let’s see if 

he can do it” syndrome – and stay in a training mindset. 

  

Enjoy your training sessions and may everyone reach his or 

her goals this year! 



Karen Hiebert 

Braden Gierc 


